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List of abbreviations
GPT

Google popular times

PTG

Popular times graph

Glossary
API:

API (Application Programming Interface) it is an interface
that allows to access/request information of an internal
software. It acts like a link between internal and external
software. APIs connect different parts of a software
platform. [1]

JSON:

JSON is a lightweight, text based, data-interchange format.
It is used by many APIs as a form of returned data, as the
data is easy to read by humans. [2]

XML:

XML stands for eXtensible Markup Language; it is used for
storing and transporting data, in a both human- and
machine-readable language.

URL:

Uniform Resource Locator short URL, is a reference to a
web page.

CSV:

A CSV file is a value file, each value is separated by a
comma. Data is stored in a tabular format, similar as a
spreadsheet.

GeoJSON:

GeoJSON [3] is a format to store geographic data. It
supports

the

MultiPolygon

following
Point,

MultiLineString.
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geometry

Multipoint,

types:

Polygon,

LineString

and

1 Introduction
Google popular times (GPT) is a feature provided by Google Maps for costumers and
local businesses (LBs) to make available information on how crowded a place is at
different times of a day and different days of a week. Google collects and aggregates
this information exploiting a data collection paradigm called “Crowdsensing”, which
consists in gathering data directly from citizens’ (or crowd) smart devices. Getting access
to this data provides a huge amount of possibilities for research, development and
planning. These opportunities have also increased when Google added in late 2016 realtime data on how crowded a place currently is.
The scope of this thesis is to present one of the most peculiar capabilities of GPT data
and to present, with the basics how it works, how we can retrieve this by using Python
programming language. The thesis started at the same time the COVID-19 pandemic
began to spread around the world. Complete lockdowns were implemented and forced
millions of people to stay at home. With the exception of essential activities all
commercial, industrial and all social activities stand still.
During this period GPT data from restoration, transportation, supermarkets and public
areas in different cities located in Europe was downloaded to analyze the possible
impact of COVID-19 on the number of visiting costumers and consumers.
Analyzing a long-time interval, different lockdown situations became reality in different
European cities. As collecting this information over a couple of months, using Google
APIs (see Glossary), is not free of charge, it was later on decided to switch to the method
of web scrapping.
The structure of this document is as follows:
•

Chapter 2 presents Google popular times, Mobile Crowdsensing and some basic
notions on COVID-19

•

Chapter 3 proposes Google API, Web Scraping and Python 3 libraries which were
used to access the Google popular times data

•

Chapter 4 discusses the captured results as well as the overall outcome

•

Chapter 5 concludes the work and outlines future research directions
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2 Background
Chapter 2 provides an overview about Google popular times service. This includes all
the information that can be illustrated in the popular times graph (PTG): covering
current popularity, estimated waiting times, as well as visit duration of customers at
specific businesses and how this is presented in the graph. Furthermore, the basics of
Mobile Crowdsourcing, a key enabling factor of the GPT information is presented. Lastly,
a short overview of the virus COVID-19 is given and a discussion is made about new
mobile tracking applications.

2.1 Google Popular Times
A service Google provides is Google Maps, a search engine for global positioning. It
offers real time traffic conditions and route planning. With the Google maps search
engine, you can further look up restaurants, supermarkets, bakeries or any other
essential businesses and a nice overview card will show up. An example is illustrated in
Figure 1 of the supermarket “Cactus Howald”, in Luxembourg. These kinds of pictures
are meant to provide to customers a complete and up-to-date overview of the business
they are searching for. Displayed are pictures, reviews, address, link to website, opening
hours and telephone number of the business, depending on the data Google could find
or did receive about this specific business.

Figure 1 Business Information - Google Maps - “Cactus Howald” (Source: [4])
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Google gathers this business information from 4 main sources [5]:
•

The business owner himself can provide Google this information

•

The business official website

•

Users who use Google services, by uploading photos, leaving a review, or report
a problem

•

Third-party-sources. If Google finds information about the business that could
be helpful to customers, it may add this to the list
Google Popular Times Graph

By gathering anonymized data from users providing their location information to Google
servers, Google is able to make assumption about the popularity of a place, which is
then provided to their users by the Google PTG. Popular times are based on average
popularity over the last several weeks. With reference to the main business information
a graph with popular times is displayed, as illustrated in Figure 2 below, reflecting
crowded times on Fridays at the Supermarket “Cactus Howald”. This graph provides
information on how crowded a place is on specific hours of the day.

Figure 2 Popular Times Graph (Source: [4])
The data is illustrated in a chart, with x-axis time divided into hours of a day and y-axis
showing how popular the place is in average at a specific hour of the day. This y-value
goes from 0 to 100, where 0 means that there are no people at all, the place might be
closed, and 100 the maximum number of captured people at this place.
Live visit data
By capturing real-time data at every moment of the day, Google can illustrate even more
information in the PTG, such as the current live popularity of a business. This gives
9

customers and businesses more choices in deciding whether or not they want to visit a
place right now. In addition to the PTG, if the data is available, an overlaying red bar
shows the current live data on how crowed the place is compared to the average value.
In the Figure 3 below you can see an example for this: Wednesdays at a supermarket.

Figure 3 Popular Times Graph - Live Data (Source: [4])
Wait time estimates
Estimated wait time predicts the amount of time a costumer has to wait before being
served. Google analysis their gathered data to provide customers with estimations on
the waiting time. For example, concerning a restaurant, this represents the time needed
before being seated. However, to get this information Google needs more data from
their users as simple GPS location-based information. They need to recognize if a
customer is already seated or still standing in the queue. They could make use of step
counters information and compare it with related costumers nearby.

Figure 4 Popular Times Graph - Wait time estimates (Source: [4])
Visit duration
Another information Google provides is the visit duration, which means how long a
costumer in average stays at the place under analysis. This is calculated by the time
10

difference between a visitor’s first and last activity during his visit and the averaged time
for all visitors.

Figure 5 Visit Duration Estimate (Source: [4])
To provide this updated real time data, Google uses a lot of different information from
different sources, one of these sources is the anonymized location-based data from
users acting with services like Google Maps, Android or other Google provided
applications. These users either chose to enable “Google Location History”, or it might
even have been enabled by default. By accumulating all of the information over weeks,
months and years and by using their powerful network of computers, Google can
estimate the average number of people at a specific place. One technique Google uses
is named Mobile Crowdsensing which is further presented in the next section.

2.2 Mobile Crowdsensing
Mobile Crowdsensing (MCS) is a large-scale sensing of the real world, exploiting people
that act as “sensors” during their daily activities. MCS has become more and more
popular over the last decade, as more and more smartphones, smart watches or other
smart devices are developed and used by consumers. Those devices are equipped with
a rich amount of different sensors: light sensors, GPS, accelerometer, microphones and
cameras just to name a few of them.
These sensors deployed in our devices and spread around the world, generate a costeffective sensing method, as compared to a organization/company specific private
network of sensors. These sensors in our smart devices collect data related to the
environment, transportation, healthcare etc., making this data an excellent source of
information. Combining a large number of participants or a crowd, using those devices
and providing the environment data enables the MCS system.
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MCS systems can only work efficiently if a large number of users/devices deliver
information. Today smartphones are essential for our daily activities, doing business, for
communication and entertainment. According to a Newzoo statistic [6], the number of
worldwide active smartphones users in 2019 was around 3.2 billion. Sales of
smartphones, according to Gartner statistics, were around 1.54 billion units in 2019 [7]
and the number of smartwatches was estimated to be around 74.09 million in 2019 [8].

Figure 6 System model of mobile crowdsensing (Source: [9])
Figure 6 illustrates an overview of the mobile crowdsensing system as presented in the
paper “The Accuracy-Privacy Tradeoff of Mobile Crowdsensing” [9]. It illustrates the
different stages involved. First, we have Data sensing and gathering from all different
sources such as smartphones, smart vehicles or even users who actively participate in
the process of crowdsensing. The information is then sent through a communication
system such as cellular or Wi-Fi networks to the cloud servers. In the Data analytics
part, the received data is then processed by machine learning methods filtering the
data and later the information can be visualized as the Google popular times graph by
Google.
Crucial components that have enabled Mobile Sensing [10]:
•

Smartphone Sensors

•

Software APIs

•

Mobile Apps

Smartphone sensors are the key component enabling mobile sensing, nowadays
smartphones having a large range of built-in sensors. The motion/position sensors
12

measure the acceleration of a device on all three axes x, y and z. Environmental sensors,
such as ambient light sensor, are used for setting the brightness of the screen of a
smartphone. Radios, such as GPS, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi and cellular radios, enable the
communication with the device. And further radio sensors can help to make the sensing
data more meaningful, especially the GPS data is often added to other sensing data to
add context-awareness.
Software APIs are the essential part provided to the developers by the operating system
to have access to data, while leaving the analysis and filtering to the application of the
developers. Google itself providing “Location and Sensors APIs” with their Android
Operating system, is a large player in this category, currently being used by nearly 80%
of the mobile devices worldwide. This gives Google the option to receive the data
needed to provide the GPT Graph.
Mobile Apps are more easily accessible, with the introduction of the app stores by
Google and Apple. Google and Apple created an app ecosystem making it easy for
developers to publish their sensing apps all across the globe. This is also a key factor
enabling mobile crowdsensing.
Two types of sensing methods of MCS can be categorized [11]:
•

Participator Sensing (Active involvement)

•

Opportunistic Sensing (Passive involvement)

On one hand, in the method of Participator Sensing (Active involvement) the user is
directly involved in the sensing process. This could be by having a reporting application
on the smartphone and taking pictures or recording positions to contribute to the
capturing operation.
On the other hand, Opportunistic Sensing (Passive involvement) means that the user is
not actively involved in the sensing process. The smartphone automatically handles the
sensing operation. As soon as a sensor is active, location-based information about a user
could be sent to Google cloud servers anonymously, the users even not being aware of.
Mobile crowdsensing applications
These are the three main types of mobile crowdsensing applications [11]:
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•

Environmental monitoring applications

•

Infrastructure monitoring applications

•

Social monitoring applications

Environmental monitor applications could monitor the natural environment, the air
pollution level of a city, water population, or water-level. Examples in this domain are
“HazeWatch” [12] or “GasMobile” [13].
Infrastructure monitoring applications collect data for public infrastructure, for example
to help overcome traffic congestions. Users can report about road and traffic conditions,
availability of parking places or potholes. A deployed system in this domain is “NeriCell”
[14]. A user is active in the system as soon as he starts driving, his mobile phone monitors
road and traffic conditions automatically. “Waze” [15] is an example for a traffic
application, collecting traffic information.
Social monitoring applications are for a collective use. As for example, applications that
monitor workouts or bike trips, which are then socially shared in a community. Members
of the community have access to the information of a specific track, bike-track, roadtrack, if it is bumpy or a clear one. A developed mobile sensing system in this category
is “BikeNet” [16]. Google popular times is part of this category.
Overall MCS improves our everyday life and also is a key factor for smart cities in the
future.

2.3 COVID-19
COVID-19 [17] is a disease caused by a new strain of coronavirus. “CO” stands for corona,
“VI” for virus, and “D” for disease and 19 for the year 2019. The virus is transmitted
through direct contact with respiratory droplets from an infected person (coughing and
sneezing). Additionally, persons can be infected after having touched contaminated
surfaces with the virus and then touching their face.
The first confirmed case has been traced back to 17 November 2019 in Wuhan, the
provincial capital of Hubei. In December 2019 appeared a cluster of unknown
pneumonia cases related to a seafood market in Wuhan. In January 2020 a new Corona
virus was identified to be the cause of this pneumonia. The virus then spread to all
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provinces of mainland China. On 12 February 2020 it was officially named the infectious
coronavirus disease 2019 or short COVID-19. On 11 March 2020, the World Health
Organization declared that COVID-19 can be characterized as a pandemic. As the word
pandemic means the virus spread worldwide.
Since the virus is declared as a global pandemic, numerous new mobile tracking
applications appeared to detect COVID-19 cases and nearby users who could be
infected. Those applications work according to the Mobile Crowdsensing paradigm (see
Chapter 2.2), making use of the equipment integrated in our smartphones, which we
are carrying with us. Even Apple and Google [18] joined together to develop an exposure
Notifications API System working both on iOS and Android. Those APIs are used by
tracing applications developed by public authorities. Once you allow to be part in this
notification system on your mobile phone, the system will generate a random ID for your
device. Those IDs change every 10 to 20 minutes, so that nobody can identify your
location. When the IDs are older than 14 days, they will be deleted. Your phone and the
phones around you will exchange those random IDs via Bluetooth in the background.
Periodically your phone checks if your IDs list is associated with the random IDs of
positive COVID-19 cases. If so, you get notified with further instructions. Public
authorities still have to develop their specific app to make use of this system.
Another important topic concerns urban mobility as well as the related change due to
COVID-19 pandemic. Urban mobility resumes the whole of trips generated daily by
inhabitants of a city and the methods and conditions associated with such trips.
Increasing use of mobility in cities has led to conditions that are not suitable anymore,
talking about traffic jams, poor air quality, high levels of CO2 and high noise emissions,
with no better solutions in sight. When lockdowns due to the COVID-19 cases halted
normal everyday life, commuting and leisure trips for millions of people came to an
abrupt halt. Urban transportation usage plummeted to its lowest level in decades. This
changed the view on urban mobility. Home office became a necessity as well as a new
chance. Employees working from home, students being taught online. It will be
interesting to see how urban mobility will now develop.
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3 Capturing Google Popular Times
This chapter provides an overview of some existing options to get access to the GPT data
from Google. It as well explains some key elements such as API Key and Place ID. In
addition, a presentation of the Python libraries on how to get the GPT data is made and
how this was implemented in this research, including some code snippets.

3.1 Google Places API
Google Places API [19] is the main option Google offers to receive information about
places. A HTTP request has to be made to the Google Places API and in return either a
JSON (see Glossary) or XML (see Glossary) response is sent back. The following requests
are available:
•

Place Search: returns a list of places based on the user defined string

•

Place Details: returns more detailed information about a specific place

•

Place Photos: provides access to pictures of a related place

•

Place Autocomplete: automatically fills in the name or address of a place

However, while writing this thesis, no Google API exists, giving easily access to the
Google popular times graph information.
Google API Key & Pricing
An API Key has to be included in the HTTP request in order to get back a valid response
from the Google Place APIs. This API Key can be obtained by registering on the Google
Cloud Platform [20] and creating a new project. Additionally, a valid billing account
needs to be added to the so newly created account. As no request is free of charge, a
valid API Key is necessary. However, it is complicated to estimate the exact costs of each
request, as it depends on the type of requested data. Mostly the price is calculated in a
package, including a bunch of requests. It is possible to reduce the price by negotiating
with Google. The Google Maps Platform APIs are billed by SKU (Stock-Keeping Unit), but
one API may have more than one Product SKU. Furthermore, to use API requests, a
200.-$ credit is accorded for each month.
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To demonstrate how the evolution of the costs could look like, in Figure 7 the charges I
spend are shown for a period covering one month, from March 26th to April 26th 2020.
The total number of requests I made, using the Python package Populartimes (further
presented in Chapter 3.1.3), during this period reached a total of 20 409. One request
was supposed to cover one specific place such as “Cactus Howald” for example, more
SKUs were counted (Places Details, Atmosphere Data and Contact Data) as more
information has been obtained with one single request using the Python Populartimes
library.

Figure 7 Google Place API - Pricing Report (Source: Author & Google Cloud [20])
Figure 8 lists the SKUs and their package prices for the Google Cloud Platform services.
These are the package prices that were due during my capturing. The more the volume
of requests rises, the price per request reduces. This price evolution is presented in
relation with the column “Tiered usage start”: if more than 100 000 requests are made
to the SKU Place Details, the price per 1000 requests is 12,13596.-€ as compared to
15,16995.-€. You can find further price details here(1).

1

https://cloud.google.com/maps-platform/pricing/sheet/#places
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Figure 8 Google Place API - SKU pricing (Source: Author & Google Cloud [20])
Place IDs
Google uses Place IDs [21] to uniquely identify one single place on Google Maps or in
the Google Places database. A single place could be anything, covering supermarkets,
parks, train stations, monuments etc. By using the same Place ID, place information can
be accessed across the Places API as well as other Google Maps Platform APIs such as
the Maps JavaScript API.
The Place ID is a textual identifier with a variable length that can look like this:
ChIJjddfCO5IlUcRGSiLqYINGsU. Some places have multiple Place IDs and it has also to be
kept in mind that the Place ID might change over time.
Depending on what you are looking for, to receive the Place ID sometimes reveals to be
more difficult. One method is to visit their Website [21] and enter the name of the place
you are looking for, as illustrated in Figure 9 below.

Figure 9 Google Place ID Map (Source: [21])
Another option is to do a HTTP place search request [21] with location-based
coordinates (latitude and longitude) and additional parameters like a type (for example
restaurants or supermarkets) and a defined radius. In return you receive a JSON or XML
list with Place IDs in this region. However, as each HTTP request using your Google API
Key has to be paid for, the request might become quite expensive, depending on the
18

size of the radius you define. I myself discovered the various expenses while using this
feature to find pharmacies’ Place IDs in a defined range. Here is an example of a HTTP
search request for places of type restaurants within an 5km radius of a point in
Luxembourg city.

1. https://maps.googleapis.com/maps/api/place/nearbysearch/json?location=49.611622,6.131935&radius=5000&type=restaurant&key=API_KEY

Python Library Populartimes
The library Populartimes from the user “m-wrzr” on Github [22], is one of the external
developed libraries that provides access to the GPT data. This one was at the beginning
used to get the GPT data in Python. A simple function call provided by this library,
passing personal API-Key and the Place ID, will return a JSON formatted GPT data of the
requested place, if the data is available.
Here is an example of such a function call:
1. populartimes.get_id("API-Key", "ChIJjddfCO5IlUcRGSiLqYINGsU")

The returned JSON response looks like this:

Figure 10 Example returned JSON Populartimes (Data Google [4]/Compilation Author)
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In Figure 10 above an example of such a returned JSON is presented for the supermarket
“Cactus Howald”. Business information such as address and commercial activities are
introducing. Row 13 presents the current popularity; this value depending on the time
of request. Row 14 is the array with all popular times from Monday to Sunday. This is
the data of the PTG presented in Chapter 2.1.1. In this research the data has been stored
in an Excel sheet, whereas the current popularity was added for multiple hours during
the day. However, Google does not provide a Google API to access the GPT data,
including the live popularity, during the writing time of this thesis. Therefore,
Populartimes library, to download this information, uses a method of web scraping
presented in the next section. This library still makes use of Google APIs to download
the other provided data, such as address, name, types, coordinates etc..

3.2 Web Scraping
Web Scraping or crawling is a technique to extract data from websites, the data then
being stored in a local file for example an Excel sheet or database. Normally if you need
information from a website you visit this website by using a browser and manually copy
and paste what you were looking for. This could be a tedious job. Web scraping is a
process of automating the extraction of material. Figure 11 should illustrate this process
of web scraping.

Figure 11 Web Scraping (Source: Author drawn with draw.io)
As already explained in Chapter 3.1.1 every API request generates a certain cost factor.
As the data capturing was running for a couple of months, reminding the cost factor, we
decided to implement this web scraping feature for the Google Maps Webpage to
extract the GPT data. This allowed us to more often request the current popularity,
without worrying about additional costs.
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Python Web Scraping
Python web scraping can be implemented by making use of different libraries. We
decided to use Selenium and Beautiful Soup, as Selenium enabled us to download the
entire webpage and Beautiful Soup is an easy and fast parser to filter out the desired
information.
Selenium
Selenium [23] is a tool that offers a wide range of abilities to automate testing of web
applications. It provides extensions to emulate user interactions with a browser, to
automate testing of web pages before they are published. Selenium is available for many
different programming languages i.e. Python, C++ or Java.
We needed Selenium for the emulation of a real web browser. A simple HTTP request
of a Google Maps link would not load all the information we needed. Some of the data
can be asynchronous loaded in the background, after the first HTTP response is sent
back, this data is then displayed as soon as it arrives. The GPT data is not immediately
available after the first response. Therefore, we made use of the Selenium Chromedriver
support.
Beautiful Soup
Beautiful Soup [24] is a Python library that facilitates extracting data out of an HTML or
XML file. By passing the loaded webpage source code to the Beautiful Soup parser, this
enables to search for specific HTML Tags, for example:

1.
2.
3.
4.

#Parse the data to BeautifulSoup
soup = BeautifulSoup(src,'lxml')
#Get all table tags data
tables = soup.find_all("table")

This programming code will search and return all the tables of a webpage, including the
data of the tables.
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Citymapper Example
To further introduce the mechanism of Beautiful Soup, I will use the website
Citymapper2 to extract the “Citymapper Mobility Index” information, as I did once a
month.
Citymapper [25] is a public transportation application as well as a mapping service. It
includes data from all kinds of transportation possibilities (trains, subways, buses or
bicycles) and can provide the most efficient and quickest routes from point A to B. With
the Mobility Index the percentage of the use made of public transport during lookdown
could be compared to the percentage of the use made during normal times. This could
be applied for different major cities around the world. Below in Figure 12 is an example
on how this data is presented on the website of the City of Paris.

Figure 12 Citymapper Mobility Index of Paris (Source: Citymapper [26])
Figure 13 shows the HTML Code that generates this webpage. Using the knowledge
about the structure of the webpage, we could extract the information we were looking
for, by filtering through the HTML-Tags. Using Python with Beautiful Soup even makes
this process easier.

2

https://citymapper.com/cmi
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Figure 13 HTML Code Citymapper Mobility Index (Source: Citymapper [26])
Here is an example of a Python 3 code grabbing the “td” tags and printing those to the
console:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

#Parse the data to Beautiful Soup
soup = BeautifulSoup(src,'lxml')
#Get all tables
tables = soup.find_all("table")
#For every table
for table in tables:
#Find all td tags
tds = table.find_all('td')
for td in tds:
print(td)

3.3 Research Setup
To automate the process of downloading GPT data of different places, scripts were
written in the programming language Python 3. The received GPT data was stored in
Excel sheets. A new fact sheet was added for every single data recording day. The
current live popularity of a place was captured, during different hours of the day. At the
beginning the Google Place API was used to receive the data. However, as already
mentioned, this method became too expensive and therefore we switched to the web
scraping method.
Crontab a Unix provided utility used to run the script repeatedly every hour. This choice
was made as this utility was already available on the used Linux system.
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Applying Google API
First, I started using the Google API method, with the Populartimes library presented in
chapter 3.1.3. The Place ID plays an imported role, therefore it needs to be included in
the Excel sheet as first task. This script could run 24 times a day, however, always
keeping the costs in mind, I chose to only run it six times a day to capture the live
popularity.
As hardware I used a Raspberry Pi 4. With his low power consumption, it can easily run
24/7 only generating low costs. The Raspberry uploaded the Excel sheets to a defined
folder in the cloud file-sharing service Dropbox, making the data easily accessible.
Applying Web Scraping
The Google Maps URLs (see Glossary) were needed to automate the process of
recording the GPT data, with the web scraping method. This was performed by using the
Selenium library presented in chapter 3.2.1. A script inserts different categories of
places, like restaurants, in the search field on the Google Maps website and the script
then grabs the provided results, especially the URL to the places.
Those URLs are then added to an Excel sheet and analyzed by another script to check
the validness of the place. This check consisted in:
1. Has the place URL coordinates in it
2. Does the place provide Google popular times data
3. Do we get any current popularity data
4. Extract the opening hours/days of that business
5. Extract the category of that business
With the help of this validation process I could exclude all the places that did not provide
the current popularity data. Additionally, the opening hours/days where stored. This
information was added to reduce the number of requests. Because using a chrome web
browser the CPU struggled with high consumption. I therefore decided to capture only
when it was strictly necessary, meaning only when a place was really open. With the
web scraping method, I could capture the live value for 24 hours a day, no costs
appearing.
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Figure 14 Program State Diagram (Source: Author drawn with draw.io)

The main web scraping script was implemented as illustrated in Figure 14 above. All of
the URLs from the Excel sheet are loaded and then loop through this list one by one. The
GPT data is not directly available on the webpage, therefore a waiting/sleep moment
was first implemented, but later advanced by using a wait on object method. This
decreased the time needed for each single request.
1. Element = WebDriverWait(driver, 8).until(EC.presence_of_element_located((By.XPA
TH, "//div[@class='section-hero-header-title-description']")))

After the webpage data was loaded, it was parsed to Beautiful Soup and the wanted
data was extracted. Below, part of the code searching for specific div tags from the HTML
syntax to extract the GPT data.
1. elements = r.findAll('div', {'class' : 'section-popular-times-bar sectionpopular-times-bar-with-label'})
2. elements2 = r.findAll('div', {'class' : 'section-popular-times-bar'})
3. #Loop throw elements
4. for el in elements:
5.
#Transform in array
6.
p = str(el.get('aria-label')).split()
7.
8.
#If label start with = "Um 10 zu 16% ausgelastet."
9.
#As browser language is German
10.
if(p[0] == "Um") and p[1].isdigit() and p[4].isdigit():
11.
#If element has jsinstance
12.
if el.get('jsinstance'):
13.
h = el.get('jsinstance').replace('*','')
14.
#Increment index counter
15.
allh+=1
16.
#Store hour
17.
hdict[int(h)]=p[1]
18.
#Store popularity
19.
day[int(h)]=p[4]
20.
21. #Loop throw elements2
22. for el in elements2:
23. ...
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Below, the code searching for the live popularity data.
1. #Getting live value with browser language set to German
2. live_value= soup.select("div[aria-label^=Derzeit]")

The major work consisted in finding this data. Attention has to be drawn to the browser
set language: when the language changes, the data we are looking for changes. The data
presented here, is presented in the German language. The so extracted information is
then added in the according Excel sheet. As data had been extracted from different
cities, located in different time zones, a time zone specification had to be applied.
Otherwise the single use of the local running computer time would have falsified the
results of the so collected data.
The hardware of the Raspberry Pi 4 could not handle the used chrome driver requested
performance from the selenium package. Therefore, I switched to an older iMac. The
number of cities that could be requested was still limited, as the capturing should be
repeated every hour. For monitoring and also detecting the CPU/Memory usage I
installed a tool named Netdata [27]. Using this tool, I was able to monitor if the
processes are still running and how much memory and bandwidth were utilized. In
Figure 15 a picture shows how this tool presents this information.

Figure 15 Netdata Monitoring (Source: Author)
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4 Captured Data & Results
Data collection is the process of gathering and measuring information. In this research
a lot of information was gathered. The research started with collecting information
about the cities of Luxembourg and Milan, Luxembourg being home country and Milan
being the first Covid-19 hotspot in Europe. More and more cities becoming further
hotspots, the research has been largely expanded. This chapter first gives an overview
about the captured data, the filtering and the illustration tools. Then the captured places
in different cities, with their respective recorded time frames are presented, as well as
the results obtained during the COVID-19 pandemic.

4.1 Captured Data
During the entire research (March – July) more than half a million current popularity
data were recorded and the capturing is still going on. From Milan, Luxembourg, Madrid,
Valencia, London, Sydney and even more cities around the world, current popularity
about train stations, restaurants, supermarkets etc. has been captured. Figure 18 below
shows an overview map of places where data was captured. However, the time frames
of data capturing vary from city to city. All over the given time period, the expansion of
the pandemic COVID-19 had been followed, by reading newspapers, on Twitter, on
Facebook. A choice which cities could be of most interest to capture data of has then be
made. A Trello Board helped us to keep tracking and provided an overview of which
cities data should be captured from, of which cities we already have URLs of places to
download and, finally, which one’s we are currently capturing data from.
Filtering
During the entire research more than half a million of current popularity data were
recorded, from different places around the world. This data required filtering before the
graphs presented in the following chapters could be created. For data filtering and
analysis I operated with the library Pandas [28] written in Python and for plotting the
graph I used Matplotlib [29], a plotting library for Python. The following process was
applied to the recorded data:
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1. The needed data was extracted from the Excel sheet into a CSV (see Glossary)
file. The process started by first caching the earliest appearance of all normal
popularities. Then, by looping through each Excel sheet, the current captured
popularity with its corresponding first appearance of normal popularity for that
specific hour and day, has been stored. This information has been stored in the
CSV file with the following column format: [Name, Category, Lat, Lng, DateTime, Normal_Popularity, Current_Popularity]. If no current popularity or
normal popularity was present for this specific hour and day, this capturing was
skipped.
2. In a second step, the generated CSV file was loaded using the Pandas library,
with which the data then was filtered. In this process duplicate rows were
removed and records were filtered into categories. For presentation purposes
I decided to group popularity data. For example, I grouped together popularity
data about the transport sector. This category could include for instance
popularity data about metro stations, train stations, bus stations etc., however
depending on the city and the availability of captured data.
3. After filtering per category, the percentage of users compared to standard
popularity

was

calculated

as

follows:

𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 =

(𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 − 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑦) + 100, for each record of the
filtered data. Then the records were grouped accordingly, for example, with
average by Name and Day.
4. Finally, this filtered data was plotted using the Python Matplotlib library.
Visualization tool Kepler.gl
Kepler.gl is a powerful open source visualization and analysis tool provided by Uber
Technologies Inc. [30] to illustrate geospatial data. Uber uses this tool for example to
create maps about Uber trips. Kepler.gl is available, amongst others, as web application
where data can directly be uploaded from a CSV, GeoJSON (see Glossary) or JSON format
and then be filtered and visualized. This can be useful to get a fast overview of the
dataset, for example to detect which geospatial data is actually included in the dataset
with a point layer. Furthermore, it is possible to create visualization layers such as
Heatmaps, Hexagon, Polygon, Cluster or Path layers. One example of this tool is
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presented in Figure 16. It shows the popularity of places in Luxembourg on the 22nd of
June, circle size representing the popularity.

Figure 16 Luxembourg Popularity 22nd of June (Source [31])
Visualization tool Folium
Another tool to present geospatial data using the Python programming language is
Folium [32]. Folium allows to generate an interactive leaflet map, without too much
coding of HTML. It enables to place markers, choropleth and GeoJSON data onto a map.
I generated a website, to illustrate the captured places and further on to illustrate how
much data has been captured, including the countries in which it has been captured. It
further helps to filter out places, where no high number of live popularity was recorded.
I added a GeoJSON of the country borders, which can be enabled/disabled in the right

Figure 17 Webpage Luxembourg Points (Source: Author)
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sighted top layer control panel. In Figure 17 grouped captured data points of
Luxembourg are presented.

Figure 18 Webpage of Captured Data Points (Source: Author)
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4.2 Cities
Among the captured cities, I decided to analyze the following ones: Luxembourg, Milan,
London, Madrid and Copenhagen. I made this choice due to their different locations in
Europe and due to their size. However, as time was limited, a detailed analysis was
challenging, not all of the background information could be further detailed.
Nevertheless, I tried to give an overall view of the captured data during the respective
periods of COVID-19 lockdowns.
As already described in Chapter 3.3 the recording method has been changed from the
Python Populartimes to web scraping. Due to this fact and also due to the fact that live
values are not provided by Google 24 hours a day, the average per day has not always
been calculated by the same amount of data points per day. As at the beginning for the
recording with Python Populartimes library costs were raised, only rush hours were
captured. When switching to web scraping, recording became free of charge. Therefore,
more points could be captured. However, for data visualization, still the same rush hours
were used as at the beginning. Further, due to driver problems on the 22nd of May, no
data was downloaded between 2 a.m. and 1 p.m..
Luxembourg
Luxembourg is included in this research because public transport became free of charge
on the 1st of March 2020, this being unique in the world and also because Luxembourg
is the author’s home country. The intention was to analyze if public transport, now being
free of charge, therefore would be more crowded as before. At the same time a
pandemic began to influence people’s daily life. When then the COVID-19 virus also
began to spread in Luxembourg, the records about transport were continued and the
range of recorded data places was even extended during the lockdown.
Between the 10.03.2020 until the 25.07.2020 GPT data about:
•

12 train stations. Hours: 7.00-9.00 & 16.00-18.00

•

68 supermarkets. Hours: 11.00-14.00 & 17.00-18.00

Between the 18.04.2020 and the 25.07.2020 GPT data about:
•

1 park “Parc Municipal”. Hours: 24 hours
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Figure 19 Luxembourg - Users Compared to Standard - Days (Source: Author)

Figure 19 represents the recorded data for Luxembourg. It illustrates the change in the
percentage of users between normal days and lockdown days and further on. The
categories displayed are train stations, supermarkets and the “Parc Municipal” in
Luxembourg.
Looking at the train stations, the graph clearly shows a decrease in users during
weekdays, since the beginning of the lockdown. However, on Sundays, you nearly have
the same number of users as compared to standard times before the lockdown. For
supermarkets, a minimal rise could be observed when the lockdown started on the 16th
of March. But a new slight decrease appeared over the following weeks, with even a
higher decrease on Sundays. For public holidays and weekends, we have a high increase
of visitors in the park, especially on the weekend of the 30th of May. Although, we had
a first head wave in Europe for the weekend of June 27th, the use of public transport
raised during this weekend and the following, whereas the number of visitors for the
Parc Municipal nearly remained at the same level. I honestly have no reasonable
explanation for this, as the percentage to my opinion should be the other way around.
For the following weekends the number of park visitors rises again.

Figure 20 Luxembourg - Users Compared to Standard - Weeks (Source: Author)
In Figure 20 above the difference in the percentage of visitors is illustrated by averaging
this percentage over weeks, with the x-axis displaying the week numbers, the y-axis
displaying the percentages of users. This illustration smoothing out some of the picks
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that were visible in Figure 19, we therefore lose some detailed information. For
example, at what time exactly the number of visitors was higher in the park. During the
lockdown a general decrease can be observed whereas an increase is appearing as
weeks are passing by. This phenomenon can be observed mainly for supermarkets and
train stations.

Figure 21 Luxembourg Train Stations Bar Plot (Source: Author)

Another form to show the use of train stations in Luxembourg is shown in Figure 21, in
the form of a bar plot. You can see the change of popularity. But we did not have all the
data from the 12 train stations for every hour and day, therefore the blue bars do not
always reach the same height. Nevertheless, a drop and claiming in visitors is still visible.

Figure 22 Luxembourg - Number of Data Points (Source: Author)
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Figure 22 presents the number of captured data points per category per day. It clearly
shows that more places had been added on the 18th of April. This was the moment the
switch from the Python Populartimes library to the web Scraping method was executed.
As already mentioned, the same rush hours are used to create the illustrations. This
graph also shows that sometimes data was not available, as for example due to an
outdated driver issue happening on the 22nd of May. In addition, this graph should help
to further make assumption about the captured data and illustrations. It also shows that
supermarkets are mostly open only on Sunday mornings, closed in the afternoon, and
therefore less data points are available.
Summarizing, concerning the numbers of users, it shows that during the lockdown the
percentage decreases. During public holidays and weekends, the percentage of visitors
in the park rises. Further analysis should be made to resolve some remaining
inconsistencies.
Italy – Milan
The city of Milan was one of the first captured places, Italy being at the beginning one
of the most impacted countries in Europe by COVID-19 in March. As compared to
Luxembourg more categories could be captured in Milan, such as restaurants and bars
and additionally metro stations could be included in captured data besides data about
train stations.
Between the 07.03.2020 and the 12.07.2020 GPT data has been captured about:
•

20 transport locations (9 metro and 11 train stations). Hours: 10.00-12.00 &
17.00-19.00

•

6 supermarkets. Hours: 8.00, 10.00, 12.00, 16.00, 17.00, 18.00

•

6 restaurants and 13 bars, cafes and gastro pubs and 3 sightseeing places (“Porta
Nuova”, “Sforzesco Castle”, “Gae Aulenti Square”). Hours: while open
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Figure 23 Milan - Users Compared to Standard - Days (Source: Author & Citymapper [26])

In Figure 23 the captured data of Milan, Lombardy region, is illustrated. For the transport
category a decrease is definitively visible, especially during weekdays as compared to
weekends. The green line in the graph, representing restaurants and bars, clearly
manifests that restaurants were closed during lockdown. No green line is visible during
several weeks, this meaning that no data was available during this period. Looking at the
Citymapper Mobility Index and this transport line, composed on the basis of my data
capture, a huge difference between those appears. This could be due to the fact that
Citymapper probably uses a different technique with much more data at its disposal.
Therefore, those lines are not directly comparable. Nevertheless, I wanted to illustrate
this and some similarities however can be seen. For the supermarket category the
smallest decrease of users appears on Wednesdays. The peak of users shown on the
22nd of May is not due to a possible reopening of restaurants and bars, but to an
outdated driver issue happening on that day, less data points thus being captured. On
the weekend of the 27th of June, after the reopening of the European borders, a peak
appears for the transport and sightseeing categories as compared to Luxembourg. A
hypothesis could be that a first summer heatwave in Europe as well as a rise of visiting
tourists after the reopening of the European borders are at the origin of this peak. But
there is no scientific evidence for this hypothesis.
Figure 24 shows the difference in the percentage of visitors, illustrated by averaging this
percentage over weeks, with the x-axis displaying the week numbers, the y-axis
displaying the percentages of users. During the lockdown a general decrease can be
observed whereas a slight increase is appearing as weeks are passing by. Again,
restaurants and bars were closed, no data was available. Again, the high peek for week
27 is still not clearly defined. It could be due to the heatwave affecting Europe at that
time.
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Figure 24 Milan - Users Compared to Standard - Weeks (Source: Author & Citymapper
[26])
Summarizing, concerning the numbers of users, it shows that during the lockdown the
percentage decreases. The percentage slowly rises as weeks and months are passing by.
Further analysis should be made to resolve some remaining inconsistencies.
England - London
London is part of this research because it is the biggest city in Europe and due to its
geographical location on an island. When COVID-19 began to spread through Europe
London first decided not to immediately lockdown. The categories that have been
captured are transport, including metro stations, train stations, fairy stations and also
London City Airport. Additionally, many live popularity data from parks around London
were available and therefore also could be captured.
Between the 19.04.2020 and the 14.07.2020 GPT data has been captured about:
•

64 transport locations (24 train stations, 38 underground stations, 1 ferry
terminal “London Eye Pier” and 1 airport “London City Airport”). Hours: 24 hours

•

24 supermarkets. Hours: while open

•

1 pharmacy “Westbury Chemist”. Hours: while open

•

28 parks. Hours: 24 hours
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Figure 25 London - Users Compared to Standard - Days (Source: Author & Citymapper [26])

In Figure 25 the recorded data of the mentioned locations in London is illustrated. As
the data capturing started after the beginning of the lockdown, no data of previous
normal popularity was therefore available. With the blue line transport popularity is
illustrated and it shows a decrease. As no previous normal popularity data was available
it is not possible to say if this decrease might have even been higher or not. This decrease
stays very steady over a long period, until around the 26th of June, where an increase
appeared. Once again this being similar to Milan and Luxembourg the phenomenon
cannot clearly be defined. Clearly visible is that parks located in and around London were
very visited during public holidays. The rise of this percentage is also due to the Antiracism protests that took place on the 20th of June. Again, the peak on the 22nd of May
should be ignored, capturing issue limited the number of data points.
Summarizing, as no previous normal popularity data was available, it is not possible to
make a correct one hundred percent assumption about the difference in popularity
compared to times before lockdown. A decrease for the supermarket and transport
categories stays very steady over a long period. Further analysis should be made to
resolve some remaining inconsistencies.
Spain – Madrid
Madrid is part of this research because it is the second largest city in Europe and located
in southern Europe. Madrid was also one of the hardest hit Spanish cities by the
pandemic, as the COVID-19 virous spread quickly and widely without being detected.
Between the 12.03.2020 and the 26.07.2020 GPT data has been captured about:
•

17 transport locations (16 metro stations and 1 train station). Hours: 12.0014.00 & 18.00-20.00

•

7 supermarkets. Hours: 11.00-14.00 & 17.00-20.00

•

21 restaurants and 5 bars, cafes and gastro pubs. Hours: while open

•

1 historical market “Plaza del Dos de Mayo”. Hours: 12.00-14.00 & 18.00-20.00
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Figure 26 Madrid - Users Compared to Standard - Days (Source: Author & Citymapper [26])

Looking at Figure 26 we can see an overall repeated frequency of users per week. A
slight increase can be observed after Madrid moved to Phase-1 and small businesses
were allowed to reopen. The reopening of the borders to European citizens, led to an
important increase in the public transport category. During the period of lockdown, the
lowest decrease of percentage of users for public transport was on Sundays, whereas
the highest decrease was on Fridays. On the 26th of June we have a high increase of users
compared to normal, for both the public transport category and the “Plaza del Dos de
Mayo”. This increase continues until around the 2nd of July, where a new decrease is
presented. For the green line in the graph, representing restaurants and bars, it appears
that no data was available during lockdown and even after lockdown, only for a certain
time, data was actually available for this category.
Summarizing, concerning the numbers of users, it shows that during the lockdown the
percentage decreases. The percentage of users stays for a quite long period at the same
level. Further analysis should be made to resolve some remaining inconsistencies.
Denmark – Copenhagen
Copenhagen, capital and most popular city of Denmark, has been captured to have live
popularity data of a city located more in the north of Europe. Denmark was one of the
first countries in Europe that introduced lockdown measures already starting on the 13th
of March. On the 15th of April a slow gradual reopening has been initiated.
Between the 18.04.2020 and the 26.07.2020 GPT data has been captured about:
•

6 transport locations (5 train stations and the international airport “KopenhagenKastrup”) Hours: 24 hours

•

27 supermarkets. Hours: while open

•

7 parks. Hours: 24 hours
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Figure 27 Copenhagen - Users Compared to Standard - Days (Source: Author)
In Figure 27 the recorded data of the mentioned locations in Copenhagen is illustrated.
As the data capturing started on the 18th of April, when the gradual reopening has been
initiated, no data of previous normal popularity was therefore available. For
transportation and supermarkets, a minimal decrease is visible. For parks we can see a
high increase of users as compared to normal, especially on weekends and public
holidays.
Summarizing, as no data was available before and during lockdown, a detailed
conclusion about popularity cannot be made for Copenhagen. Only parks still had an up
and down in the percentage of popularity, as normally could be observed.
Global Popular Places located in Europe
In the following section I present 9 graphs of 9 different countries, comparing popularity
to standard popularity of well-known places and monuments located all over Europe.
For example, illustrated are the Eiffel Tower, the Louvre, the Atomium, the castle of
Neuschwanstein or the London Eye. The intention is to give a global overview of the
pandemic situation in different European cities.
The data capturing presented below in Figure 28 covers the period of weeks between
the 10th of March until the 18th of July.
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Figure 28 Popular Places Around Europe (Source: Author)
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4.3 GPT Update Interval
An interesting information would be how often Google updates the normal popularity
presented in its GPT graph, as this information is not provided by Google. Due to the
fact that I captured GPT data over a couple of months, I plotted in Figure 29 below the
average popularity of the “Metro Station Porta Venezia”, for every day of these months,
to give an overview of the fluctuations of normal popularity.

Figure 29 GPT Normal Popularity over months (Source: Author)
The average value of Sunday the 22nd of March is represented in the horizontal red line,
named Sunday-1. The average value of Sunday the 26th of April is represented in the
horizontal green line, named Sunday-2. The average value of Sunday the 14th of June is
represented in the horizontal black line, named Sunday-3. These lines representing the
values of these specific days were chosen as there was a change in value for the
popularity of Sundays. Using this information, we can see that it needs more than a
couple of weeks up to a month or even more time until this value is updated. However,
it is still hard to predict the exact moment when Google will update these values. I think
it depends on how dramatic the change of popularity is for a specific hour/day until
Google decides to make this change. If this update interval would be predictable this
might help to reduce the number of requests, the value remaining unchanged for a
couple of weeks.
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5 Conclusion
Google popular times (GPT) provides consumers an overview on local businesses’
attractiveness. Commercial businesses can analyze at what times their business is the
most visited. Public institutions could use this instrument for eventual future
infrastructure planification.
When the COVID-19 disease began to alter our daily life, GPT data downloading started.
More than half a million live popularity data has been captured. Due to different
lockdown situations, the collecting has been focused on different cities. Amongst the
available information, it was decided to collect popularity data about restoration,
transportation, supermarkets and public areas.
However, downloading GPT data is a challenging task, as Google officially does not
provide an API for a direct access. This is the reason why this research needed to develop
code and customize APIs to download the GPD data. Furthermore, Google live
popularity data is not available on every request. The data source not being complete,
a 100% analysis at the end is challenging. With the captured information, the so
established diagrams reveal a general decrease of user’s popularity percentage during
the COVID-19 lockdowns. This is true for all the cities data has been captured of.
Exceptions can be seen for public parks. It was also visible, when lockdowns became
least tight, that the percentages where slightly rising again.
This analysis being time consuming more detailed results and conclusions were not
feasible. It could have been better realized if the data source would have been steadier.
In the request method of the GPT data, improvements could help to get quicker access
and increase volume. A solution would be using a method of multi-processing for the
scripts to get hold of this information. Finally, a deeper inspection of the source code of
the library Populartimes would maybe have revealed a faster process.
In general, the most challenging part has been to develop code in Python to download
the GPT data. This work required step by step improvements to solve many different
bugs that occurred. In the future, gathering GPT data and its analysis, as demonstrated
in this research, might be a helpful tool to reconsider infrastructural adaptions.
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7 Appendix
In this appendix, more figures of the research are listed. They do not change the
research but give further obtained results.

Appendix - Figure 1 Milan – Number of Data Points (Source: Author)
In Figure 1, the number of data points per day and per category of the city Milan is
presented.

Appendix - Figure 2 London - Number of Data Points (Source: Author)
In Figure 2, the number of data points per day and per category of the city London is
presented.
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Appendix - Figure 3 Madrid - Number of Data Points (Source: Author)
In Figure 3, the number of data points per day and per category of the city Madrid is
presented.

Appendix - Figure 4 Copenhagen – Number of Data Points (Source: Author)
In Figure 4, the number of data points per day and per category of the city Copenhagen
is presented.
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Appendix - Figure 5 - Malmö - Users Compared to Standard (Source: Author)
In Figure 5 the captured data of the city Malmö in Sweden is presented. Time frame:
18.04.2020 – 23.07.2020.

Appendix - Figure 6 - Stockholm - Users Compared to Standard (Source: Author)
In Figure 6 the captured data of the city Stockholm in Sweden is presented. Time frame:
13.04.2020 – 18.07.2020.
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